The CDF Run II Detector 
Central Hadron Calorimeter
Central Muon (CMU)
Intermediate Silicon Layers R=1.4 cm R=150 cm
• New central tracker w/ 96 layers
• New TOF system
• Track Triggers at Level 1 (Central tracking) and Level 2 (Si tracking) with p t > 1.5 GeV/c |η| < 1.0
Run II Secondary Vertex Trigger 
Run II di-muon trigger features: 
J/ψ inclusive x-sec
First at a hadron collider !: Total J/ψ cross-section:
HVQ production -summary
Run II new and improved triggers ! Larger kinematic coverage of the dimuon triggers, |η| < 1, p t (µ) < 1.5 GeV/c (|η| < 0.6). Track triggers ⇒ large SVT b/c yields at
Milestones on the road to HVQ production: Preliminary measurements of total inclusive J/ψ and open charm x-secs. Exclusive B mesons reconstructed. methods for seperation of prompt J/ψ and D from bs developed. Preliminary measurements of b production x-secs underway. B s lifetime using B s → J/ψφ
Masses, Lifetimes, Branching fractions
The ratio
tests Heavy Quark Expansion theory predictions. 
Sensitive to physics beyond the SM (3 × 10
−13
). SUSY models with R-Parity violation predict up to 3.5 × 10 
Status of L00
Clustering is well advanced. Now working on alignement and understanding resolution. Using L1 and L00 2 strip clusters to anchor track and look at residual in SVXII L0 -infer that without final alignment current 2-strip cluster resolution is ∼ 11µm (design is 8µm). From comparison to GEANT MC, we find we are still missing ∼ 10% of the SVXII material in the simulation.
Basics of HVQ Production in pp 
Hadronic states need PDFs:
Quarkonia production -Theory 
Will new NLO QCD calculations explain the difference between theory and expt.?
Flavor Tagging
Tag B flavor at production:. 
:
Mode Yield
A cp in B s → J/ψφ and B s → D 
